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Our Sponsors 
The Sompong Sucharitkul Center for Advanced International Legal Studies thanks the 
following sponsors of the 28th Annual Fulbright Symposium: 
Gold Sponsors 
Mr. John Haramalis 
Mr. Chau Huy Quang 
Dr. Gustave Lele 
Mr. Ngo Quang Thuy 
Silver Sponsor 
Dr. Marc Santamaria 
Ms. Atoosa Zeinali 
Bronze Sponsors 
Mr. Ramesh Karky 
Ms. Homa Badamchi 
Mr. Hamidreza Mokhtarian 
Ms. Aileen Huang 
Dr. Karaman Faraj 
Contact Info 
Ms. Atiyeh Keshavarz, ​Senior Program Coordinator, and Organizer of the symposium 
● akeshavarz@ggu.edu​; ​gradlaw@ggu.edu  
● (415)369-5228 
Complimentary Wi-Fi during the Symposium 
● Network:​ ​GGU-Guest 
● Username: ​okeke1 
● Password: ​Keu9mr 
● Instructions: 
1. Open your list of Wi-Fi connections and select "GGU-Guest". 
2. There is no key or token needed to connect. 
3. Once connected, open a browser. The browser will redirect you to a login page. 
4. Use the username/password credentials provided above. 
5. On the next page, review and accept GGU's Acceptable Use Policy to proceed. 
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Director’s Welcome Message 
I welcome the participants of the 28th Annual Fulbright Symposium. During the Annual                         
Meeting a sizable number of Fulbright scholars, foreign consular officers, jurists of different                         
jurisdictions, and students meet at GGU for a common purpose. The Symposium offers an                           
amazing opportunity to discuss an array of cutting-edge issues that touch on many aspects                           
of international and comparative law. The Annual Symposium is organized and hosted by the                           
Sompong Sucharitkul Center for Advanced International Legal Studies. 
The Center has continued to work hard over many years in its effort to disseminate the                               
principles of international law among legal scholars of all nationalities. Our main task lies,                           
and still remains, in the internationalization of the concept of legal education in the United                             
States of America. Through the activities of the Center, concerted efforts are made to build                             
bridges across legal cultures and civilizations of the world by hosting presentations from                         
leading thinkers and experts in international and comparative law. 
This year we have, as usual, assembled great presenters from the United Nations                         
Organization, various foreign countries and United States to discuss different topics of                       
international law which are based on the theme of the conference: ​International Law in                           
Practice​. Our morning and afternoon panels showcase outstanding presenters as outlined in                       
the conference brochure. We are very pleased to present another great line-up of speakers in                             
the twenty-eight year of the symposium. 
I have the pleasure to inform you that the Center publishes its reputable and widely                             
circulated scholarly journal, The Annual Survey of International and Comparative Law                     
Journal (ASICL) which features 200 quality papers. ASICL has continued to grow in                         
circulation with commendable academic recognition and impact across the world. The                     
journal has had 214,000 total downloads; including 41,500 downloads in the past year.                         
Additionally, ASICL has been listed among the top ten international law journals published by                           
universities in the United States based on monthly downloads. 
I thank all the sponsors of the 28th Symposium for their generous gifts. A report on the work                                   
of the Center would be incomplete without making reference to the success of the Scientiae                             
Juridicae Doctor (S.J.D.) degree program which has recorded a bountiful harvest of 106                         
graduates that fly the flag of GGU high in at least thirty countries around the world. A number                                   
of such proud S.J.D. graduates are present with us at the 28th Symposium today. Some of                               
them are playing different important roles in order to make sure that the conference                           
succeeds very well. I acknowledge and thank my team of LL.M and S.J.D. Student                           
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volunteers for their invaluable service. Finally, I thank the Grad Law assistants very sincerely                           
for their invaluable hard work for a most successful conference. 
I invite all our new visitors to San Francisco to find the time to enjoy the city well. It is                                       
evidently the most beautiful city in the United States of America. Kindly find a way to convey                                 
to us your candid observation about the best ways to improve our annual conferences in                             
future. 
We thank you for your attendance and support and wish you very safe travels back to your                                 
various destinations. 
Sincerely, 
     
Christian Nwachukwu Okeke, Ph.D., C.O.H.   
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PRESIDENT OF GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY 
 
 
Dr. David J. Fike 
https://www.ggu.edu/press-room/profiles/faculty-staff/david-fike 
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DEAN OF GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW 
 
 
Anthony Niedwiecki 
http://www.ggu.edu/shared-content/faculty/bio/anthony-niedwiecki 
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DIRECTOR OF THE S.J.D. PROGRAM AND THE SUCHARITKUL 
CENTER 
 
Professor Dr. Christian Nwachukwu Okeke 
https://www.ggu.edu/shared-content/faculty/bio/christian-nwachukwu-okeke 
Christian Nwachukwu Okeke is a Professor of International Law, Jurisprudence and                     
Comparative Law. He is the Director of Sompong Sucharitkul Center for Advanced                       
International Legal Studies at Golden Gate University School of Law, San Francisco                       
California. He is also the Director of LL.M. and S.J.D. Programs in international legal studies                             
at the University. He earned a Master of Law (LL.M.) with honors (summa cum laude) from                               
Kiev State University, Ukraine, and Doctor in de Rechtsgeleerdheid (Ph.D.) from Free                       
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
Before joining Golden Gate University, School of Law, he was Emeritus Pioneer Dean and                           
Professor of Law at Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka, Nigeria (1985-1991), and Enugu State                         
University of Science and Technology, (ESUT), Nigeria (1991-1995) respectively. He was a                       
Deputy Vice Chancellor of ESUT. Professor Okeke was a partner at the Law Firm of Ilegbune,                               
Okeke and Co. for any years. He is a Solicitor and Advocate of the Supreme Court of Nigeria. 
He is acknowledged as a comparatist. He is widely published. His publications include six                           
books, numerous book chapters and articles in international law, comparative law and                       
international relations.  
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He is Editor-in-Chief of the Annual Survey of International and Comparative Law (ASICL) and                           
member of Editorial Boards of several law journals, including the prestigious Comparative                       
Law in Africa. He is a Visiting Professor of Law at the Mount Crest University College of                                 
Laws in Accra, Ghana. Okeke is a longstanding active member of both the American Society                             
of International Law (ASIL), and the American Society of Comparative Law (ASCL) serving as                           
a Director of the later. A 768-page compendium titled ‘Contemporary Issues on International                         
and Comparative Law: Essays in Honor of Professor Dr. Christian Nwachukwu Okeke’ Edited                         
by His Lordship, Honorable Justice C.C. Nweze (JSC), with a forward by His Excellency,                           
Judge Abadul G. Koroma, former Judge of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) was                           
published by Vandeplas Publishing Company in 2009. 
In 2012 he was knighted by Pope Benedict XVI who bestowed on him the “Cross-Pro                             
Ecclesia et Pontifice” (Cross of Honor) – the highest honor conferred by the papacy on the                               
laity, in recognition of his outstanding services to the Church and to humanity at large. He is                                 
happily married to Tina Okeke. Professor Okeke is fluent in Igbo, English, Russian and Dutch. 
Currently, Professor Okeke teaches a range of courses in international law, Jurisprudence                       
and Comparative Law. His subject specialties are Public International Law, International                     
Investment Law, Comparative Legal Systems, Law of International Organizations, Air, Space                     
and Telecommunications Law. He is the Chair of SJD Committees at GGU.   
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The 28th Annual Fulbright Symposium 
on International Legal Problems 
     
Friday, April 6, 2018, 8am – 6:30pm, 536 Mission Street, Room 2203, San Francisco, CA 94105 
 
Program Schedule 
Time  Event  Notes 
8:00am – 9:00am  Registration & Breakfast   
9:00am – 10:30am  Morning Session  • Master of Ceremonies:​ Dr. Remigius Chibueze, 
Adjunct Professor of Law, Golden Gate University 
• Opening Remarks:  ​Dr. David Fike,​ President, 
Golden Gate University 
• Welcome Remarks: ​Anthony Niedwiecki, ​Dean, 
School of Law, Golden Gate University 
• Introduction of Keynote Speaker Professor 
Kwame Mfodwo: ​Professor Dr. Christian 
Nwachukwu Okeke, ​Director, The Sompong 
Sucharitkul Center for Advanced International 
Legal Studies and Chair of the Symposium. 
10:30am – 1:00pm  Morning Panel  • Moderator: ​Professor Warren Small 
• Rapporteur: ​Dr. Marc Santamaria 
1:00pm – 2:00pm  Lunch   
2:00pm – 5:00pm  Afternoon Panel  • Moderator:​ Professor Dr. Arthur Gemmell 
• Rapporteur:​ Professor Dr. Zakia Afrin 
5:00pm – 5:15pm  Closing Remarks & Center 
Awards/Recognitions 
Professor Dr. Christian Nwachukwu Okeke 
5:15pm – 6:30pm  Reception  Wine and Cheese on the 5th floor 
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Morning Panel 
● Moderator: Professor Warren Small 
● Rapporteur: Dr. Marc Santamaria 
Speakers 
1. Dr. Keiichiro Okimoto:​ “International Law In Practice: A United Nations Perspective” 
2. Professor Dr. Benedetta Faedi Duramy: ​“Child Obesity, School Food Rules, and the                       
Best Interest of the Child.” 
3. Ms. Uzor Oparaku: ​“International Law and Health Care in Times of Conflict: The Case                           
of Northeastern Nigeria.” 
4. Dr. Hamidreza Mokhtarian: ​“The Application of Public International Law in Islamic                     
Courts.” 
5. Magistrate Angela Teye: ​“The Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in East Africa:                       
Major Focus on Tanzania.” 
6. Dr. Dana Rizayeva: ​“International Law in Practice of Non-use of Nuclear Weapons” 
 
Afternoon Panel 
● Moderator: Professor Dr. Arthur Gemmell 
● Rapporteur: Professor Dr. Zakia Afrin 
Speakers 
1. Professor Dr. Andrew Conteh: ​“Brexit and Public International Law” 
2. Professor Dr. Emeka Duruigbo: ​“Attracting Foreign Oil and Gas Investment in                     
Stranded Assets Environment” 
3. Mr. Quang Chau: ​“Investor-State Dispute Settlement in Vietnam: Implementation in                   
Reality and the Path Forward” 
4. Dr. Ramesh Bikram Karky: ​“The International Legal Landscape on Gene Editing &                       
Genes Patenting.” 
5. Professor Warren Small: ​“A Broken Road to Justice: The Syrian Civil War as a Model                             
for the Application of International Humanitarian Law” 
6. Professor Celine Castets-Renard: ​“Data Privacy Law in the Digital World: An                     
International and Practical Perspective” 
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Keynote Speaker 
Professor Kwame Mfodwo  /in/kwame-mfodwo-394a703/ 
Biography 
With over 20 years of experience working in Africa, the South                     
Pacific, Australia, and New Zealand, Kwame Mfodwo is a                 
globally recognized authority on key aspects of the               
international law of the sea, particularly international             
fisheries law and governance. He holds a Master’s degree in                   
International Law from the Australian National University in               
Canberra.  
During his 30-year teaching career, he taught at leading                 
Australasian Universities in both full time as well as adjunct                   
positions. While in Australia, he taught at the Law Faculties of Monash University, the                           
University of Tasmania, the Australian National University, and the University of Canberra. He                         
also taught the specialized law of the sea offerings of the Australian National Centre for                             
Oceans Resources and Security (ANCORS) at Wollongong University and Australian Maritime                     
College. In New Zealand, he taught at Waikato University. He taught briefly at the Faculty of                               
Law of the University of Papua New Guinea.  
At these institutions, the subjects he taught include contract law, company law,                       
environmental law, law of the sea, public international law, international environmental law,                       
international trade law, oil and gas law, mining law, water law and policy, and European union                               
law. He consulted with international/regional organizations, international NGOs, and national                   
governments particularly in the area of oceans governance, fisheries law, and policy and the                           
law of offshore natural resources generally.  
He consulted for the African Union, the Parties to the Nauru Agreement (PNA), the Forum                             
Fisheries Agency (FFA), WWF, the Packard Foundation, the Pew Charitable Trusts, IUCN,                       
SRFC, and the governments of Ghana, Gabon, Kenya, Seychelles, Nuie, Vanuatu, Nauru, Cook                         
Islands, Brunei, Australia, and New Zealand. He is currently the Fisheries Governance Advisor                         
to the African Union based in Nairobi, Kenya. He has also been the Trade Advisor to the                                 
Forum Fisheries Agency based in the Solomon Islands. His most significant achievement to                         
date is his successful leadership and coordination of a 76 person Ghana government team                           
engaged in negotiations, mediation and then arbitration with Cote d’Ivoire in parallel with the                           
presentation of Ghana’s extended Continental Shelf submission to the UN. Under his                       
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leadership, (including managing a budget of 9 million USD and numerous international                       
consultants) Ghana was successful in its claims before both the International Tribunal for                         
the Law of the Sea and the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf. It is                                   
against this background that he participates in the 28​th​ Annual Fulbright Symposium. 
Topic 
International Law In Practice – Ghana’s First Foray Into Public International Law Dispute 
Settlement – 2012-2017 – And Insider Perspective 
Abstracts 
From an African perspective, Ghana has had much distinction as far as international law and                             
international relations is concerned. There is the status of being first off the rank in terms of                                 
gaining independence from colonial rule, that seminal event occurring on the 6th of March                           
1958 under the leadership of one of the continent’s most distinguished and influential                         
leaders, Dr Kwame Nkrumah. From then on, Ghana played a significant role in many                           
international conferences and the negotiation of multiple international treaties and                   
conventions. We successfully mediated in and helped settle the conflicts that rocked Liberia                         
and Sierra Leone, working closely with Nigeria, the regional and continental giant. There was                           
also the critical role played in helping to defeat apartheid, Ghana not only being the sponsor                               
of many of the relevant UN resolutions, but also at the practical level providing a home for                                 
hundreds of the earlier wave of freedom fighters. 
There are Ghanaians on key international dispute settlement tribunals, and many hundreds                       
more working at all levels of the UN system, including within the UN peace-keeping network.                             
And yet, somehow, Ghana had until 2012 never been in international court. Why was this                             
case, I have often recently wondered? Is it because we are not really fractious, or perhaps                               
we have never done anything particularly contentious. How come we have until recently                         
never made international law in this critical sense. Somehow though in 2012, we became                           
immersed in this part of the international law system and what a shock it was. Indeed as                                 
this insider account will show, we knew virtually nothing about being a disputant in                           
international law – not the procedures, not the strategy, not the tactics and certainly not the                               
politics.  We certainly did not know how costly it can be and often times how nerve wracking. 
  
It is aspects of this story that are presented by this address, focusing as it does, on the                                   
intense period of engagement with the international dispute settlement, that started for                       
Ghana in October 2012 and ended in September 2017.   
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October 2012 is significant as the month in which a Ghanaian court, commercially arrested                           
an Argentinian warship, the ARA LIBERTAD, holding it as surety for commercial debts                         
allegedly owed by Argentina to a hedge fund based in the Cayman Islands, that fund’s                             
lawyers having shadowed the LIBERTAD to Ghana, where it was on a ceremonial State to                             
State visit.  I tell that story in detail in this address.   
The current period of being a disputant came to an end in September 2017, when the                               
International Tribunal of the Law of the Sea ruled in favour of Ghana in its maritime boundary                                 
dispute with its neighbor, La Cote d’Ivoire. In the process, as National Coordinator of the                             
Ghana Government processes to respond to these challenges, I learnt a great deal. It is                             
these lessons that are shared with you today. It is also a rollicking good story and I hope I                                     
can convey as much of that as I can without breaching any fundamental confidences.   
In summary and stated in formal terms, my contribution to this symposium on International                           
Law in Practice will cover (1) the recently concluded maritime arbitration case - ITLOS Case                             
23 Ghana v Cote d'Ivoire before ITLOS: (2) the ARA LIBERTAD arbitration between Ghana and                             
Argentina, a case which went before both ITLOS and the Permanent Court of Arbitration in                             
the Hague. In both cases, Ghana was a participant in Provisional Measures applications                         
before international tribunals and in the ITLOS arbitration, there was a full case on the                             
merits. The ARA LIBERATAD matter was settled by amicable agreement between the                       
parties. Mediation efforts were made in both cases by eminent persons – Ex UN                           
Secretary-General Kofi Annan in the case of ITLOS Case 23 and ex-President Lula of Brazil in                               
the case of the Argentina arbitration. We have before us therefore a comprehensive case                           
study of how international law is made in practice. I hope you will find this account, analysis                                 
and insider perspective on these recent events interesting, and hopefully useful.   
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Master of Ceremonies 
Professor Dr. Remigius Chibueze  /in/remigius-chibueze-61722437/ 
Biography 
Adjunct Professor Remigius Chibueze is in private practice in                 
Oakland, California specializing in civil litigation involving             
contract, real estate, business as well as labor and employment                   
disputes. Dr. Chibueze also advises clients on immigration laws                 
and regulations. Additionally, he serves as a consultant to some                   
Nigerian companies with business interests in the United States.                 
Dr. Chibueze teaches Jessup International Law Moot Court               
Competition, SJD Dissertation Seminar, International Investment           
Law, International Criminal Law, Pacific Settlement of Disputes,               
and International Organizations at Golden Gate University School               
of Law. Dr. Chibueze has also taught Intellectual Property Survey at John F. Kennedy                           
University School of Law. 
Dr. Chibueze has published academic works in International Law, International Commercial                     
Arbitration and International Criminal Law. His research areas include International Law,                     
International Trade, International Criminal Law, Human Rights Law, Arbitration, Business                   
Associations, and Intellectual Property Law. Also, Dr. Chibueze serves as Special Rapporteur                       
and a regular presenter at the Regional Meeting of the American Society of International Law                             
held concurrently with the Annual Fulbright Symposium on Current International Legal Issues                       
at Golden Gate University School of Law. Professor Chibueze also serves as a member on                             
several SJD students' Dissertation Committee. Professor Chibueze holds an LLB (JD                     
equivalent) from University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria, LLM from University of Alberta,                         
Edmonton, Canada, and LLM in Intellectual Property Law and SJD in International Legal                         
Studies from Golden Gate University School of Law. Professor Chibueze is a solicitor and                           
advocate of the Supreme Court of Nigeria and a member of the State Bar of California.   
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Morning Panel 
Moderator: Professor Warren Small   
After spending twenty-five years in the United States Navy as a                     
commissioned officer, Professor Small began pursuing his J.D.               
degree at the Golden Gate University School of Law in San                     
Francisco, specializing in International Law. Upon his graduation               
from law school in 1996, Professor Small joined the faculty of                     
Golden Gate University as an Adjunct Professor of International                 
Law and Intellectual Property Law. Professor Small is also a                   
member of the adjunct faculty of the Middlebury Institute of                   
International Studies at Monterey and recently joined the faculty                 
at the Santa Clara University School of Law as an Adjunct Professor of International Law. 
Professor Small is actively involved in the academic community and frequently delivers                       
guest lectures on international legal issues arising from operations sponsored by the                       
Department of Defense. He has been a regular participant in the American Society of                           
International Law Regional Meetings in San Francisco where he has presented numerous                       
papers dealing with the Law of Armed Conflict. 
 
Rapporteur: Dr. Marc Santamaria  /in/marc-santamaria-esq-phd-164b43123/ 
Immigration attorney Dr. Marc Santamaria has several years of                 
experience in immigration law and has also advised clients on                   
pre-immigration tax planning. Licensed in California, Mr.             
Santamaria's firm focuses on business immigration through             
visas such as E-2 and L-1A to help businesses expand to Silicon                       
Valley and beyond. He also has experience with other visas and                     
immigration matters such as the O-1 visa for extraordinary                 
individuals, adjustment of status and removal defense. 
Dr. Santamaria graduated from the SJD program at Golden Gate                   
University School of Law where he wrote his dissertation on why immigrants benefit the U.S.                             
economy. His dissertation also addressed the legal and tax issues Chinese, Filipinos,                       
Japanese and Vietnamese face when immigrating to the U.S. He also earned his LLM in                             
Taxation from the University of San Francisco Law School. He's a member of the American                             
Immigration Lawyers Association. 
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Morning Speakers 
Dr. Keiichiro Okimoto   
Biography /in/keiichiro-okimoto-b35b3b4/ 
Keiichiro Okimoto has been a Legal Officer at the Office of                     
the Legal Counsel in the United Nations Office of Legal                   
Affairs since 2014. In this capacity, he mainly deals with                   
issues concerning international humanitarian law and           
procedural and institutional questions.  
He was previously an Associate Legal Officer in the Office of                     
the Legal Counsel and the Treaty Section of the United                   
Nations Office of Legal Affairs between 2010 and 2014.                 
Before joining the United Nations, he was a legal adviser and                     
a delegate of the International Committee of the Red Cross in Iraq, Israel and the Occupied                               
Palestinian Territory, the Philippines and Rwanda between 2007 and 2010, advising on                       
issues concerning international humanitarian law and visiting persons deprived of their                     
liberty. He also taught the law of international organizations at the University for Peace in                             
Costa Rica as a visiting professor between 2012 and 2014. He holds a PhD from the                               
University of Cambridge and an LLM from the London School of Economics and Political                           
Science. 
Topic 
International Law In Practice: A United Nations Perspective 
Abstracts 
The presentation will focus on two areas: 1) how the provisions of the Charter of the United                                 
Nations concerning procedural and institutional matters are interpreted and applied in                     
practice in the United Nations, and 2) the compliance with international humanitarian law by                           
United Nations peacekeeping operations. It will also include the role of the United Nations                           
Office of Legal Affairs in these areas. 
While the Charter contains provisions dealing with substantive matters, such as the                       
prohibition on the use of force and the universal respect for human rights, many of the                               
provisions deal with procedural and institutional matters, such as the voting methods in the                           
General Assembly and the Security Council, the elections of non permanent members of the                           
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Security Council and judges of the International Court of Justice, and the relationship                         
between the General Assembly and the Security Council. 
The presentation will discuss how some of these provisions are applied in practice within                           
the United Nations and the role of the Office of Legal Affairs in procedural and institutional                               
questions. The presentation will also discuss another issue of a very different nature, namely                           
the compliance with international humanitarian law (IHL) by United Nations peacekeeping                     
operations. In the past few years, peacekeeping operations have increasingly been drawn                       
into hostilities with armed groups, which have prompted the question of the compliance with                           
IHL by peacekeeping operations. The presentation will discuss this question and the role of                           
the Office of Legal Affairs in ensuring compliance with IHL by peacekeeping operations. 
 
 
Professor Dr. Benedetta Faedi Duramy   
Biography  ​https://www.ggu.edu/shared-content/faculty/bio/benedetta-faedi-duramy/ 
Benedetta Faedi Duramy is a Professor of Law and                 
Associate Dean for Faculty Scholarship at Golden Gate               
University School of Law where she teaches Family Law,                 
International Human Rights, Gender and Children's Issues in               
International Law, and Property. The author of several book                 
chapters and articles, Professor Faedi Duramy completed             
her doctoral program at Stanford Law School where she has                   
been the recipient of numerous awards for her extensive                 
research and scholarship on gender-based violence.   
Her book Gender and Violence in Haiti: ​Women's Path from Victims to Agents was published                             
in 2014 by Rutgers University Press, and her edited volume ​International Perspectives and                         
Empirical Findings on Child Participation was published in 2015 by Oxford University Press.​                         
She received an LLM from the London School of Economics and Political Sciences, an MA in                               
Political Science from the University of Florence, and an LLB from the University of Rome. 
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Topic 
Child Obesity, School Food Rules, and the Best Interests of the Child 
 
Abstracts 
Childhood obesity is one of the most serious current public health challenges, whose                         
prevalence has increased at an alarming rate. The World Health Organization estimated that                         
in 2015 the global number of overweight children under the age of five was over 42 million.                                 
The Surgeon General and the U.S. Center for Disease, Control and Prevention pronounced                         
obesity to be a national epidemic and the former First Lady Michelle Obama called it a public                                 
health crisis.  
In an attempt to combat obesity by ensuring healthy choices especially for children, the                           
Obama administration supported and successfully lobbied for the passage in 2010 of the                         
Healthy, Hunger Kids Free Act to ensure, inter alia, healthier school nutrition standards.                         
However, in May 2017 the Trump administration announced that school meals would no                         
longer have to meet some of the requirements previously mandated, including the reduced                         
fat and sodium standards, and the whole grains, fruits, vegetables and no-fat milk                         
requirements. This paper examines the causes, consequences, and costs of childhood                     
obesity for individuals and society.  
Discussion explores the benefits of the previous regulations and the risks for children’s                         
health and development with the recent relaxation of rules. The article evaluates empirical                         
evidence to suggest strategies to increase daily consumption of healthier food and support                         
healthy choices for children. Finally, it argues that in the attempt to achieve a balance of all                                 
stakeholders, including children, parents, schools, States and food industry, the best                     
interests of the child should be the primary consideration at all times. 
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Ms. Uzor Oparaku, LLB, BL, LLM 
Biography /uzor-prince-oparaku-06233574/ 
A Research Fellow and Faculty member of the Nigerian                 
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies a parastatal under the                 
Federal Ministry of Justice Nigeria (NIALS), with research               
interest in Health Law and Policy, Intellectual Property,               
Criminal Justice and criminology. 
Mrs Prince-Oparaku Uzor as a faculty member of Nigerian                 
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies has contributed to a                 
number of peer reviewed journals, served as a Rapporteur in                   
Round Tables, has been involved in field research and desk                   
reviews, law review, annotation of laws and teaching               
postgraduate students alongside eminent professors. 
Mrs Prince-Oparaku Uzor holds an LL.B (J.D equivalent) from the University of Calabar,                         
Calabar Cross River State Nigeria, LLM from the University of Lagos, Lagos Nigeria, a                           
certificate on Bioethics from the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg South Africa,                     
and is currently an SJD Candidate of the Golden Gate University School of Law San                             
Francisco, California. Mrs Prince-Oparaku Uzor is a solicitor and advocate of the Supreme                         
Court of Nigeria and a bioethicist. 
She is also a freelance editor with Emerald publishing, publishers of International Journal of                           
Human Rights in Healthcare. 
Topic 
International Law And Health Care In Times Of Conflict: The Case Of Northeastern Nigeria 
Abstracts 
Places experiencing armed conflict either as a result of war or internal insurgent group                           
uprisings often see increases in health care needs even as health care personnel and health                             
care infrastructure collapses. The jihadist insurgent group Boko Haram has destabilized life                       
generally including health care services and its personnel protections in Northeastern                     
Nigeria since 2010. Despite the joint task force set up by General Muhamadu Buhari since he                               
assumed office in May 2015 the group continues to disrupt everyday life in that part of the                                 
country.  
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These disruptions, destruction and carnage has led to a mass relocation of health care                           
personnel and a consequential unavailability and inaccessibility of health care personnel,                     
services and infrastructure. 
A number of international instruments detail protections for healthcare personnel and                     
infrastructure of in times of armed conflict. These instruments were put in place to                           
guarantee or to at least ensure the minimum best practice regarding the availability and                           
accessibility of health care for the wounded and civilians in times of armed conflict.                           
However the desired results have not exactly been the case especially for countries that                           
ordinarily are unable to provide quality health care for its citizens in times of peace let alone                                 
in times of armed conflict. 
Again these instruments were applicable specifically in situations where a nation was at war                           
with another nation and war lines were clearly marked and sides are easily recognizable.                           
However conflict has evolved, as conflict now abound where a country is literally at war with                               
itself. This typifies situations where insurgent groups such as the BOKO Haram in                         
Northeastern Nigeria and ISIS in Syria to mention but a few war against fellow citizens. 
It is trite that law follows crime and this cannot be truer than in the case of law of armed                                       
conflict. The two additional protocols to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 specifically                       
address these conflict types. 
This paper will trace the evolution of the law on armed conflict specifically in relation to                               
safety of medical personnel, civilian and military in times and places of armed conflict                           
between nations and otherwise as is the case in Northeastern Nigeria.   
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Dr. Hamidreza Mokhtarian   
Biography /in/dr-hamidreza-mokhtarian-esq-b1806156/ 
Dr. Hamidreza Mokhtarian achieved his LLB in 1994 and                 
Masters in Law (LLM) in criminal law & criminology in 2001                     
from Iran. He also holds two international practice Diploma                 
from the International Bar Association in International             
Commercial Law (2007) and International Business           
Organization (2008). In 2010, he attended Golden Gate               
University and achieved his LLM in U.S. Legal studies in 2011.                     
Soon after, he attended University of Paris X for summer                   
study in comparative law. To deepen his knowledge, he joined The Hague Academy of                           
International Law in private international law session and was admitted to participate in a                           
special seminar and workshop, which is designated to small number of international lawyers                         
under the Secretariat supervision in summer 2012. 
After 4 years of study and research he received his SJD in International Legal Studies from                               
GGU in 2015. His dissertation is in international investment law. He started his law career                             
after he graduated from law school in Iran as an articling student. He was called to the                                 
Central Iranian Bar Association in 1999 and after two years of training became a first-class                             
Attorney at law in 2001. 
He established his own law firm (Mehr Int’l. Law Firm) onward in Iran. His law firm                               
cooperates with several law firms in Canada, USA, and Europe. During his SJD candidacy, he                             
successfully did two internship jobs; one at the International Law Institute in Washington, DC                           
and the other at the United Nations Dispute Tribunal (UNDT) in New York. 
Dr. Mokhtarian has been in close relationship with the World Bank Group (Global Indicators                           
Group) especially to prepare the “Annual Report on Doing Business” regarding business                       
startup around the Globe since 2015. He has written 3 books: Foreign Investment                         
Agreements in Natural Resources (in English); International Law Problems (7 articles in                       
Farsi); and An Introduction to US Legal System (in Farsi for Iranian Law Students) 
Topic 
The application of public international Law in Islamic courts 
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Abstract 
While most sharia based legal system follows the rule of Dualism, Islamic legal system is                             
complicated when employing the rules of international law. To survey the application of                         
international law rules by Islamic courts, this paper will examine the distinctive system of                           
Iranian legislation mechanism at first step. In fact, it would be better to say that the Iranian                                 
parliament is not completely independent because Guardian Council (a unique sharia                     
institution completely dependent to Leader) has full authority over all parliamentary                     
enactments. Moreover, we need to examine the measure of tendency of Iranian courts to                           
employ international law rules. Unfortunately, application of international law by Iranian                     
courts is not common due to several restrictions. Although there is the same lack of                             
tendency in U.S. courts in this matter -in contrast to EU states court- the cause of restrictions                                 
is different than Iranian courts. 
On the other hand, Iranian courts have applied the rules of general international law without                             
explicit reference in several cases especially those pertaining to international commerce and                       
sales of goods. There are several reasons to cause sharia-based courts not to apply                           
international law in many cases. Those reasons are either rooted in Sharia ​per se​,                           
constitution or, in the Iranian Guardian Council institution. The other reason is                       
self-confidence, which is more common among most dualist countries when facing                     
international law. To be honest, we must understand that dualist states prefer to apply their                             
own rule rather than the international one. The fact is true even for non-Sharia countries like                               
the United States. There are examples to prove. This paper will discuss the following: 
● An introduction to Iranian legislation mechanism 
● The status of international law in Iranian legal system; status of different sources of                           
international law in Iran 
● How to apply international law rule by courts; treaties and customary international                       
law 
● Restrictions and boundaries; constitutional boundaries; Islamic restrictions; political               
issues; self-confidence 
● Brief comparison with the U.S. system regarding the matter. 
In conclusion, this paper aims to introduce the boundaries by which the application of                           
international law is not routine in Iranian courts, as a Sharia-based system, in comparison to                             
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other dualist states especially U.S. legal system. In the end, we will propose some                           
recommendations for such legal system. 
 
Magistrate Angela Teye   
Biography /in/angela-teye-12463b73/ 
Angela is the Resident Magistrate and Deputy Registrar of                 
the High Court of Tanzania. Her educational qualifications               
include a Master’s Degree in Law, LLM in International Legal                   
Studies from Golden Gate University (2014), a Master’s               
Degree in Business Administration MBA from Eastern and               
Southern Management Institute, a Bachelor’s degree in law               
from the University of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, and a                     
certificate in Good Governance, Accountability and           
Leadership from Uganda. She has attended Training for Residents Magistrates and Deputy                       
Registrar in Supervisory powers and Judicial Functions in the Administration of                     
Justice-Dodoma, the 13th Biennial Conference International Association of Women                 
Conference, Advancing Judicial Discourse on Gender and Human Rights- Bagamoyo, Ending                     
the Abuse of Authority for Sexual Exploitation, Human Rights and Violence Against Women                         
and Children, ILO workshop for Tanzania Judiciary on International Labour Standards- Dar es                         
Salaam, and the 24th Annual Fulbright Symposium on International Legal Problems on ‘The                         
Effectiveness of International Law.’ She is a member of the Tanzania Women Judges                         
Association (TAWJA), the International Association of Women Judges (IAWJ), and the                     
Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA).  
She has received the 2013-2014 International Women Judges Association as the 4th Annual                         
graduate fellow to study for an LLM, in the United States at Golden Gate University School of                                 
Law. The International Women Judges Graduate Fellowship was created to advance issues                       
involving women’s rights and the role of women in the justice system around the world. 
Topic 
The Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in East Africa: Major Focus in Tanzania 
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Abstracts 
Regional Integration has a great potential contributing increased trade and investment in a                         
region. That being a fact, therefore increased cross border trade and investment can create                           
more disputes that are commercial. International Arbitration is one of the most appropriate                         
ways of resolving commercial disputes in a regional economic bloc. Moreover, an arbitral                         
award pursuant to an international arbitration is final and binding on parties. 
In seeking the recognition and enforcement of a foreign arbitral award, a successful party is                             
likely to face some challenges in another member state especially in a regional block, like                             
the East African Community (EAC) where states have not succeeded in harmonizing and                         
standardizing their arbitral awards. 
Moreover, it is a fact that the countries do not share a common legal history meaning that                                 
the legal systems slightly differ, which poses serious conflict of laws. The countries have                           
different rules and procedures for recognizing and enforcing an arbitral awards 
This paper examines some of the challenges a successful party may encounter in seeking                           
the recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award within the EAC. It is posited that failure                               
to adequately address private international law, issues in the integration process is likely to                           
hamper the enforcement of an arbitral award. 
Taking, my county Tanzania as an example, for it to become a regional commercial hub                             
there is a need to ensure that its dispute settlement system meets international standards.                           
One crucial branch of law, which needs benchmarking, is the arbitration law regime. The                           
article concludes that only after benchmarking its laws to that level will Tanzania be able to                               
compete commercially with the neighboring countries of Kenya, Uganda and other countries                       
of the world which have already updated their laws. 
 
Dr. Dana Rizayeva  
Biography 
 
Dr. Dana Rizayeva-Lawyer, Assistant Professor. Worked in different               
universities in Kazakhstan. Areas of interest: International Law,               
Business Law of RK, Tax Law of RK, Investment Law, Criminal Law. 
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Topic 
International Law in Practice of Non-use of Nuclear Weapons 
Abstracts 
On March 27, 2017 there were negotiations against nuclear weapon conducted in UN, 113                           
countries supported the document and 35 countries were against. Kazakhstan is familiar                       
with the problem or the issue of the nuclear weapons due to our Semipalatinsk polygon                             
where during the Soviet Union time the tests of nuclear weapon were conducted as result the                               
environment and population of the region suffered significantly. Recently Kazakhstan was                     
chosen as non-permanent member of UN Security Council on January 12, 2017 during the                           
open discussion our newly appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr. Kairat Abdrakhmanov                       
presented President Nursultan Nazarbayev's policy address to UNSC members based on the                       
principles of the President's earlier Manifesto «The World. The 21st century» this document                         
heavily stresses the need for joint efforts and cooperation in strengthening international                       
peace and security. Astana's goal is to bring closer a world free of nuclear weapons by the                                 
UN's 100th anniversary and to rid humanity of wars and conflicts while promoting the strong                             
connection between peace, security and development. 
Since January 1st year 2018 Kazakhstan began it's chairmanship of UNSC and on January                           
18, 2018 the President of Republic of Kazakhstan N.A.Nazarbayev presented the country's                       
vision during the time of Chairmanship, the main issue for Kazakhstan is the threat of                             
Nuclear Weapon for the world. The President started his speech with the following                         
statement: ''​We created and strengthened our independent country, achieved its high                     
international authority by renouncing nuclear weapons and receiving guarantees of no                     
attacks from nuclear powers.” “We call on all other countries to follow our example, at one                               
time we called on Iran. Now we asked the North Korea. There strength, the power is not in                                   
these nuclear bombs and missiles, and there are many of them in the world, this is not really                                   
a defense, the trust of the world community is the defense," Nursultan Nazarbayev at a                             
meeting of the UN Security Council. 
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Afternoon Panel 
Moderator: Professor Dr. Arthur Gemmell   
Adjunct Professor of Law & Senior Fellow, Sompong Sucharitkul                 
Center for Advanced International Legal Studies, Golden Gate               
University School of Law 
After completing extensive arbitral research in China, Art               
Gemmell received an SJD in International Legal Studies from the                   
Golden Gate University School of Law. Dr. Gemmell has studied                   
International Law at Oxford University, Aberdeen University             
(Scotland), and at ​L’Institut International des Droits de L'Homme                 
in Strasbourg, France. He is the recipient of a Practice Diploma in International Arbitration                           
from the College of England and Wales and is a member of the Chartered Institute of                               
Arbitrators. Dr. Gemmell also teaches at the Santa Clara University  School of Law. 
The J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board (FSB), Bureau of Education and Cultural                         
Affair of the Department of State (ECA), and the Council for International Exchange of                           
Scholars (CIES) has approved Dr. Gemmell for candidacy on the Fulbright Senior Specialists                         
Roster. 
 
Rapporteur: Professor Dr. Zakia Afrin  /in/zakiaafrin/ 
Dr. Zakia Afrin manages several programs at Maitri, a San Jose-                     
based domestic violence victims’ services provider. These             
include the helpline, peer counseling, immigration assistance             
and legal advocacy programs. She is an adjunct professor of law                     
at Golden Gate University in San Francisco and teaches                 
Introduction to Islamic Law, Intra-State Conflicts, and Peace               
Building, among other courses. 
An alumnus of The Hague Academy of International Law, Dr.                   
Afrin holds an LL.B from Dhaka University in Bangladesh (1998),                   
and an LL.M and SJD specializing in public international law from Golden Gate University (,                             
2007). A social justice activist at heart, Dr. Afrin has authored numerous peer-reviewed and                           
popular articles and two books, Transitional Authority in Iraq and Legal Remedies for Women                           
Victims of Violence in Bangladesh. 
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Afternoon Speakers 
Professor Dr. Andrew Conteh   
Biography https://www.mnstate.edu/conteh/ 
A native of Sierra Leone, Professor Dr. Andrew Conteh                 
attended Christ the King College West Africa in Sierra Leone,                   
Oxford University in Great Britain, and received his Ph.D. from                   
Kiev State University in the then Soviet Union.   
In addition to extensive academic experience around the               
world, Professor Conteh served as Sierra Leone's Ambassador to the Soviet Union from                         
1976 to 1981, as a delegate to the United Nations General Assembly, as Deputy High                             
Commissioner to the United Kingdom, and as Senior Assistant Secretary in Sierra Leone's                         
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A specialist in international relations, his interests focus on                         
international law. 
Topic 
Brexit and Public International Law 
Abstracts 
In June of 2016, a narrow majority of British citizens voted in favor of an end to their                                   
courtship membership in the European Union. Those voting for Brexit may have wanted to                           
voice their frustration with low levels of economic growth, anger over immigration, fears of                           
unemployment, or unhappiness with a portion of their taxes going to an institution based in                             
Brussels. Some voters may simply have wanted to register a protest against the politicians                           
ruling the country. Whatever their motives, the results were profound, affecting not just the                           
future of the UK and Europe but that of the USA and the entire world as well (Richard Haass).  
The break-away of sovereign states has happened perhaps 100 times since 1900 with                         
de-colonization and the break-up of the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Sudan and Yugoslavia.                     
However, the pending departure of the UK from the EU has much more momentous                           
consequences. Withdrawal will necessarily give rise to questions under public international                     
law and national law. In international law, this area is commonly known as the Law of                               
Succession dealing with the break-up of states rather than a loose confederation and                         
customs union. But many of the principles will be similar.  
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There are two international Vienna Conventions on strict state succession, one not in force.                           
The biggest problems have included the allocation of liability of sovereign debt and                         
succession to treaties. In this presentation, Professor Conteh examines the impact of Brexit                         
on the hundreds of international agreements concluded by the UK and EU with third states                             
and international organizations. Brexit presents new, daunting legal analytical tasks to many                       
groups of scholars, particularly those in international legal studies. 
 
Professor Dr. Emeka Duruigbo 
Biography http://www.tsulaw.edu/faculty/Emeka_Duruigbo.html 
Professor Emeka Duruigbo is a professor of law and                 
co-director of the Institute for International and Immigration               
Law at Thurgood Marshall School of Law, Texas Southern                 
University in Houston. He is also a visiting professor of law                     
at the University of Ibadan, Centre for Petroleum, Energy                 
Economics and Law (CPEEL), Nigeria. Prior to joining the                 
legal academy, he was a senior legal counsel at Natural                   
Heritage Institute, an adjunct professor at Golden Gate               
University School of Law, a resource development associate               
at LawFinance Group, Inc. and a Research Fellow at the                   
Program on Energy and Sustainable Development, Center for               
Environmental Science and Policy, at Stanford University. 
His scholarship has been cited by state and federal courts and in a number of amici curiae                                 
briefs at the United States Supreme Court. He has been invited to speak at high-level                             
conferences in the United States and abroad, including a Corporate War Crimes conference                         
at The Hague in October 2010, a national seminar organized by the New Petroleum                           
Producers Discussion Group, jointly coordinated by the Royal Institute of International Affairs                       
(Chatham House), the Commonwealth Secretariat, and the Natural Resource Governance                   
Institute, and hosted by the National Oil Corporation of Kenya and the Ministry of Energy and                               
Petroleum in March 2016, and the 110th American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)                         
Annual Meeting and Conference in Austin, Texas where he was a keynote speaker in July                             
2017. 
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Professor Duruigbo has made a number of media appearances and was featured in the                           
international award-winning petroleum documentary film, Crude Impact. Along with the Chief                     
Justice of Canada and other distinguished alumni, he was profiled in Without Prejudice, the                           
Law Alumni Magazine of the University of Alberta in 2009, in celebration of the University's                             
centenary. He was honored as “Professor of the Year” by the African Law Students                           
Association at Thurgood Marshall School of Law in 2016 and again in 2017. He serves on                               
the advisory board of the Institute for Energy Law and the Educational Advisory Board of the                               
Association of International Petroleum Negotiators (AIPN). 
Professor Duruigbo received his Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees in Law and held                         
academic fellowships at the University of Benin, University of Alberta, Golden Gate University                         
and Stanford University. He is licensed to practice law in Nigeria and California and is a                               
member of the American Bar Association. 
Topic 
Attracting Foreign Oil and Gas Investment in Stranded Assets Environment 
Abstracts 
Lower oil prices, the stranded assets movement, progress in renewable energy technologies,                       
and generally growing concerns about climate change conspire to create an environment                       
that calls for circumspection in fossil fuels investment. Oil and gas executives acknowledge                         
that some of their reserves would never be developed. Countries endowed with appreciable                         
quantities of petroleum resources are now confined or consigned to a position of contending                           
with stiffer competition to attract foreign investment that they envisaged initially. Indeed,                       
they might have to exert extra energy to attract a share of the potentially dwindling number                               
of available investment opportunities. It is axiomatic that when simultaneously confronted                     
by herculean challenges such as low commodity prices or multi-factor oriented resistance to                         
production and presented with multiple investment destination options, investors will be                     
aggressive in shopping for attractive incentives. While some developing countries boast of                       
enormous natural resource potentials, they lag behind in several factors that boost foreign                         
investment, including effective infrastructure and a robust application of the rule of law. Yet,                           
the injection of foreign capital is sorely needed in these places to develop their resources,                             
consequently creating jobs for the citizens, mobilizing revenue for the government and                       
generating profits for foreign investors and their local partners. 
Geology remains the most important driving force in the choice of investment destination by                           
international oil companies.  
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Questions linger, however, about what other factors are also crucial in determining where to                           
invest long term. Or more significantly, what is the interplay of these factors and geology?                             
Can these factors overthrow geology in any event? If two possible investment locations have                           
favorable geologic formations, how would an oil and gas company make the decision as to                             
which of the countries to choose for its next major project? Similarly, if two countries are not                                 
blessed with the best geology for oil and gas operations, what would make a serious                             
investor choose one country over the other? If one country’s geological profile is stellar and                             
another country’s geological profile ranges from good to subpar, are there scenarios where                         
international oil companies would opt for the latter over the former? These questions                         
assume greater importance in a period of enormous challenges for the oil and gas industry                             
as reflected in, among other things, low oil and gas prices endured by the energy industry in                                 
the past couple of years. For developing countries that are in dire need of this form of                                 
investment and which are not naturally attractive options for investors, a neutral posture is                           
not a real option. This article argues that developing countries can attract foreign investment                           
in a tough environment by being more creative in introducing incentives that make                         
themselves more attractive to investors that are tempted to look to alternative destinations. 
Some of the measures that can be deployed to promote a favorable investment climate                           
include feasible local content policies, formidable stabilization clauses, far-reaching political                   
and legal reforms such as rule of law and anti-corruption measures, functional basic                         
infrastructure, firm tax incentives, friendly forex practices and fair treatment of host                       
communities. The key is to keep a distance from inexpedient hyperbolic rhetoric and                         
understand that infusion of foreign capital into the local economy is often in the national                             
interest. 
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Mr. Quang Chau 
Biography /in/chau-huy-quang-chau-384b5545/ 
With over 20 years of experience in legal practice, including                   
legal counsel to leading international and national             
organizations. 
Quang Chau is recognized by the legal community as one of                     
the most capable dispute settlement lawyers in Vietnam. His                 
experience covers all major forms of national and               
cross-border dispute settlement, including particularly         
international arbitration Under all major institutional rules. He has represented clients in                       
disputes involving key areas such as foreign investment, Commercial transactions,                   
employment, maritime and construction.  
Quang Chai is also a well-known Journalist of the Vietnam Journalists Associations, and                         
lecturer at the Judicial Academy of Vietnam and is a respected arbitrator of the Vietnam                             
International Arbitration Centre. He is a visiting professor for both domestic and foreign law                           
schools, including the law school of Kobe University (Japan). 
Topic 
Investor-State Dispute Settlement in Vietnam: Implementation in Reality and the Path 
Forward 
Abstracts 
Foreign direct investment plays an essential role in the socio-economic development of                       
Vietnam. However, as a developing country, Vietnam’s legal regime for securing foreign                       
investors’ legitimate rights and a mechanism for investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS)                     
have not yet sufficiently developed to provide confidence to foreign investors seeking                       
protection against situations where their interests are affected due to the state’s acts or                           
omissions. 
For example, Vietnam has yet to ratify the ICSID Convention, leading to uncertainties in                           
enforcing any investment dispute award. In the absence of the ICSID Convention, to date,                           
ISDS has been facilitated under the UNCITRAL Rules on an ad-hoc case. 
The paper will, therefore, address the application of ISDS in the context of Vietnam’s current                             
legal framework, including the potential challenges faced by both the State and investors.  
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It will explore recommendations towards aligning Vietnam’s ISDS framework with its                     
developed regional neighbors. 
This includes addressing the topical issue of whether Vietnam should ratify the ICSID                         
Convention and the extent to which Vietnam’s existing domestic legislation should be                       
revised. 
 
Dr. Ramesh Bikram Karky 
Biography  
For more than one decade, Dr. Ramesh Bikram Karky has                   
served as an Expert Consultant on the Commonwealth               
Secretariat and UNDP, UNCTAD, and USAID-funded programs,             
and he has provided advisory services, drafted laws, and                 
rendered capacity-building and technical assistance to           
governments in many jurisdictions. Dr. Karky has also taught                 
International Trade Regulation as a Visiting Professor of Law                 
at Western University in Canada (2013 January term). Dr.                 
Karky, born and raised in Nepal, holds a doctoral degree in                     
law (SJD) from Golden Gate University, an LL.M. from Vrije Universiteit Brussel, and LL.B.                           
from Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu, Nepal.  
Before joining Golden Gate University as an SJD candidate in 2001, he was practicing law in                               
Kathmandu (1982 - 2001). Recently in 2017, the Supreme Court of Nepal granted him the                             
recognition of Senior Advocate. Dr. Karky is a recipient of Fellow of the Vrije Universiteit                             
Brussels (2016 to present); Western University Postdoctoral Fellowship in Law (2010 - 2013);                         
the Ontario (Canada) Ministry of Research and Innovation Fellowship (2012); Invited                     
Overseas Research Fellowship (part of the Japanese Patent Office) (2014); Western                     
University Conference Award (2011); and nationally acclaimed “Bidhya Bhusan” medal by the                       
President of Nepal (2008), among others.  
Dr. Karky’s research interests include law, science and technology, biotechnology law,                     
intellectual property rights law, international trade/economic law, and international law. His                     
works have been published in refereed journals in many jurisdictions. In late 2013, Dr. Karky                             
was invited by the Japanese Institute of Intellectual Property (part of Japanese Patent                         
Office) as an Invited Researcher in Tokyo, Japan, where he contributed a research report to                             
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the Japanese Patent Office. Also, he was a Trainee at the International Committee of the                             
Red Cross in Geneva, Switzerland 
Topic 
The International Legal Landscape on Gene Editing & Genes Patenting. 
Abstracts 
Has the international law been influencing science and technology or vice versa? Probably                         
we find the answer to this question in between. When the Paris Convention for the Protection                               
of Industrial Property of 1883 came into existence biotechnology (DNA/gene) had not been                         
discovered. The DNA structure was discovered in 1953, and the development of recombinant                         
DNA technology took place in the 1970s. Since then, DNA and recombinant techniques have                           
brought many significant changes in the field of science and technology; and have brought                           
significant advancements in molecular medicine, personalized medicine, preventive               
medicine, gene therapy, drug development, crop improvement, insect resistance, improve                   
nutritional quality, and improve environments. However, biotechnological innovations were                 
not yet considered as a patentable subject matter. In 1980, for the first time, The US                               
Supreme court in Chakrabarty case 1 ruled that biotechnological innovations are patentable.                       
In 1998, the Europe Union for the first time enacted first written law - the Directive on the                                   
Legal Protection of Biotechnological Inventions. 
There is a strong opinion that biotechnological inventions should not be patentable subject                         
matter. Many believe that “The problems created for patent law by modern biotechnology                         
are far from resolved.”2 The doubt has been expressed on the applicability of traditional                           
principles of patentability to a new and different form of technology. DNA is not a product                               
but carries information. DNA classified as information cannot be the subject matter of the                           
patent. There is also an insufficient written description, which is required to ensure a third                             
party’s ability to repeat an innovation. There is also a question of novelty because of prior                               
existence and inventiveness because of their derivation from natural conditions. Patenting                     
modern biotechnological inventions has also been criticized as unethical, immoral, or                     
contrary to public policy. 
Even within the jurisdictions that believe biotech inventions should be patentable subject                       
matter, there are no uniform rules and policies among them. The USPTO had been granting a                               
patent to the gene for the last 30 years, but in 2013, the US Supreme Court changed its                                   
previous verdict in ​Myriad and ruled that, “[a] naturally occurring DNA segment is a product                             
of nature and not patent eligible merely because it has been isolated, … .”3 Now the US does                                   
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not allow patenting of isolated DNA, whereas the European Union, Canada, and Japan allow                           
it. In Europe, the patentability of isolated genes is expressly accepted in European law after                             
the implementation of the Directive on the Legal Protection of Biotechnological Inventions in                         
1998. But, France never accepted that DNA is patentable, and it rather preferred to pay fine                               
for not implementing European Biotechnological Directive. Many developing countries and                   
least-developed countries have not made any rules or policies on this issue. 
Gene is the source of many inventions. Genes have become one of the significant players in                               
knowledge-based economy, trade and the cause of environmental and health concerns. The                       
issue of the gene patenting is no longer a domestic issue of one country. We may find many                                   
laws and court decisions on issues relating to gene patenting, but we do not fine any court                                 
decision on gene editing technology. Is gene editing a patentable subject matter? What are                           
the difference between patenting of gene editing and patenting of gene? There are neither a                             
specific international treaty nor any specific international case law which addresses this                       
issue. International treaties such as the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual                       
Property (TRIPS Agreement) and the Biodiversity Convention deal with intellectual property,                     
but they have different outlooks and objectives. The Cartagena Protocol does not deal with                           
the patentability issue. 
My research critically examines the international legal landscape on gene editing. This                       
research primarily focuses on the standing of international law on the issue of patentability                           
of gene editing technology, and it analyzes where international law ought to be on this issue.                               
It examines related publications and literature, and it takes a comparative approach and                         
surveys the related gene and patent laws and practices of Canada, the US, the EU, Japan,                               
Australia, along with relevant international treaties, norms and case laws if there are any. It                             
examines the relevant developments in international forums including the WTO, WIPO, WHO,                       
FAO, the Human Genome Organization, and others. It observes the decisions of international                         
courts and tribunals including the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSU), European Court of                         
Justice (ECJ) and others. 
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Professor Warren Small 
Biography  
After spending twenty-five years in the United States Navy as                   
a commissioned officer, Professor Small began pursuing his               
J.D. degree at the Golden Gate University School of Law in                     
San Francisco, specializing in International Law. Upon his               
graduation from law school in 1996, Professor Small joined                 
the faculty of Golden Gate University as an Adjunct Professor                   
of International Law and Intellectual Property Law. Professor               
Small is also a member of the adjunct faculty of the                     
Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey and               
recently joined the faculty at the Santa Clara University                 
School of Law as an Adjunct Professor of International Law. 
Professor Small is actively involved in the academic community and frequently delivers                       
guest lectures on international legal issues arising from operations sponsored by the                       
Department of Defense. He has been a regular participant in the American Society of                           
International Law Regional Meetings in San Francisco where he has presented numerous                       
papers dealing with the Law of Armed Conflict. 
Topic 
A Broken Road to Justice: The Syrian Civil War as a Model for the Application of 
International Humanitarian Law 
Abstracts 
Investigators from the UN Commission on Human Rights in South Sudan stated in a recent                             
report to the Human Rights Council in Geneva that more than 40 senior military officers and                               
officials in South Sudan should be prosecuted on charges of war crimes and crimes against                             
humanity allegedly committed during the four-year civil war in South Sudan. Whether or not                           
the alleged perpetrators of these crimes are actually held accountable for their actions will                           
be a test of the viability of International Humanitarian Law - Law of Armed Conflict                             
(“IHL-LOAC’) in practice. Similarly, there have been calls for accountability for alleged                       
violations of IHL-LOAC in numerous other recent and/or ongoing armed conflicts. Whether                       
or not the alleged perpetrators of these crimes are held accountable for their actions will                             
also be a test of the viability of IHL-LOAC in practice. 
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This paper addresses the dramatic changes to the nature of armed conflicts worldwide                         
since the end of World War II and how IHL-LOAC has fallen short in keeping pace with those                                   
changes. It uses the ongoing civil war in Syria to highlight the political and juridical                             
obstacles to effectively adjudicating alleged violations of IHL-LOAC in unconventional armed                     
conflicts such as those in Afghanistan, Sudan, Libya, Somalia, Yemen, and Colombia. It                         
discusses the difficulty in characterizing the nature of unconventional armed conflicts to                       
determine which instruments of IHL-LOAC are applicable. It addresses the impact of                       
national interests and alliances on establishing jurisdiction to adjudicate alleged violations                     
of IHL-LOAC. It concludes with a series of recommendations to overcome these                       
impediments to facilitate and ensure the application of IHL-LOAC is carried out. 
 
Professor Celine Castets-Renard 
Biography http://www.castetsrenard.org/ 
Céline Castets-Renard is a Full time Professor of Law at the                     
Toulouse Capitole University and Junior Member of the               
prestigious Institut Universitaire de France since October,             
2015. She is Director Assistant of the IRDEIC research                 
institute in European, International and Comparative Law,             
Centre d'Excellence Jean Monnet. She is member of               
Toulouse Capitole University Board since 2016 and of the                 
Faculty of Law and Political Sciences Council since 2014.                 
Her thesis was on the notions with variable contents and the                     
copyright, supervised by Professor Pierre Sirinelli. This work               
was published in 2013. 
Topic 
Data Privacy Law in the Digital World: An International and Practical Perspective 
Abstracts 
While the United States and the European Union share the goal of enhancing privacy                           
protection, the United States uses a sectoral approach that relies on a mix of legislation,                             
regulation, and self-regulation. Moreover, the protection is guaranteed at the US Federal level                         
and State level. In comparison, the EU choose to adopt an omnibus approach implemented                           
through a single text to authorize the free movement of data inside the internal market. The                               
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Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council ​on the protection of                           
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such                               
data was enacted the 24 October 1995. It will be repealed by the Regulation 2016/679/EU of                               
27 April 2016 (General Data Protection Regulation or GDPR) which will enter into force and                             
apply as of 25 May 2018. According to the GDPR, the personal data protection is a                               
fundamental right based on article 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Privacy                           
around the World. The impact of the directive has been considerable. Despite the role of the                               
United States in early global privacy debates (Fair Information Practices and OECD Privacy                         
guidelines), the rest of the world has followed the EU model and enacted EU-style                           
“data-protection” laws.” In fact, article 25 of the EU Directive provides a rule concerning the                             
external transfer of data which is supposed to respect an “adequate level of protection.” On                             
the other hand, the US does not limit data exports to other countries. Congress considered                             
but failed to adopt such a limit in the 1970s. Whereas cross-border flows of personal data                               
are necessary to the expansion of international trade, especially between the EU and the US,                             
it means that the protection of individuals guaranteed in the EU must also be respected by                               
third countries. The transfers of personal data, therefore, require the assurance of an                         
adequate level of protection (Dir. 95/46/EC, art. 25§1). In comparison, regulation                     
2016/679/EU reproduces the same general rule of adequacy. 
Relationship between the US and the EU on the Transfers of Personal Data Safe Harbor: a                               
Trade-off Between the US and the EU. Due to the sectorial approach to Privacy in the US, this                                   
legislation doesn’t provide an “adequate level of protection.” Nevertheless, to compensate                     
for the lack of data protection, an ad hoc instrument, the so called “safe harbor,” has been                                 
adopted in 2000 by the US Department of Commerce and the European Commission for                           
ensuring personal data transfers. This voluntary process of self regulation is available to the                           
US companies. But on 6 October 2015, the European Court of Justice invalidated the                           
Commission’s 2000 Decision on EU-US Safe Harbor in the Schrems Case. The Court                         
observes that the EU-US Safe Harbor does not provide enough guarantees for individuals. 
After the Safe harbor, the Privacy Shield. After the Safe Harbor’s invalidation, the EU and the                               
US negotiated a replacement agreement: the EU-US Privacy Shield. In its Decision of 12 July                             
2016, the Commission found that this new agreement ensures an adequate level of                         
protection for personal data that has been transferred from the European Union to                         
organizations in the US, despite the expressed criticisms by the Article 29 Data Protection                           
Working Party (WP29) and the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS). Compared to                       
Safe Harbor, the Privacy Shield provides for new guarantees, such as the right to limit the                               
use and disclosure of their data or the security of the data. The data controller faces some                                 
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obligations, such as limitations on how long a company may retain personal data (“data                           
retention” principle), or the conditions under which data can be shared with third parties                           
outside of the original framework (“accountability for onward transfers” principle). It also                       
provides for a more regular and rigorous monitoring by the Department of Commerce (DoC)                           
based on the controls exercised by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) (FTC Act, Section                           
5). The Privacy Shield framework ​has been operational since 1 August 2016, and more than                             
2,400 companies have been certified, including Microsoft, Facebook, and Google. 
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SJD Graduates 
 2017 - 2018 
 
Dr.Karaman Mamand Faraj 
Dr. Nutcha Sukhawattanakun 
Dr. Murat Can Pehlivanoglu 
Dr. Atoosa Zeinali 
Dr.Panupong Chalermsin 
Dr. John Haramalis 
Dr. Sanpetchuda Krutkrua 
Dr. Weiwei Zhang 
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